Tartanhäst Spring 2017
Spring Concert
On Sunday 26 March (at 2pm –4.30 PM)
Madeleine Sjöstrand and Mark McLeod will give
a Spring Concert for us at the Edinburgh Society
of Musicians, 3 Belford Road, Edinburgh. Those
of you who came to Lucia will remember Madeleine playing and Mark singing! Many have asked
if we can hear them again.
Both Madeleine and Mark are professional musicians and members of our Society, while those who
have come to the AGM in recent years will know
what a lovely venue the Society of Musicians is.
Madeleine and Mark are now planning the programme. They say that there will be some Scandinavian music, some Schumann, a little repertoire
from Britain and perhaps something from the
US. They are clearly planning a varied and interesting performance. We shall have more details in
due time. After the concert we plan to serve coffee
and cake.

Scottish Swedish Society AGM
07 May 2017 @ 13.00-15.30 PM
At the Edinburgh Society of Musicians, 3
Belford Road, Edinburgh.
This year's AGM will again take place in the charming recital room of the Edinburgh Society of Musicians. We very much hope that many Members will
wish to attend.
The AGM provides a valuable opportunity for Members to let the Committee know their thoughts on
the preceding year's activities and to make suggestions for the year ahead. It also provides an opportunity for members who would like to play an active
role in the Society to volunteer to join the Committee. We welcome new members to what is a
friendly group of people.
After the formal business is complete, light refreshments will be served and there will be an opportunity to meet fellow members of the Swedish Community in Scotland. No doubt there is much to discuss
at that time, particularly in this period of political
change

We look forward to seeing you
there!

A Short Article on the
Edinburgh Rune Stone
(Written by the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
for the Scottish Swedish Society, January 2017)
High on a hill in the heart of Scotland’s capital city is
an understated ancient stone with an interesting
story to tell, which is as yet largely unknown to
many Edinburgh residents and visitors alike. This
fascinating object is an 11th Century Swedish rune
stone (c. 1010-1050 AD), one of only three Swedish
rune stones in Britain; the other two are in Oxford’s
Ashmolean Museum.
Originally from Lilla Ramsjö, Vittinge, Västmanland,
Sweden, it was donated to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland in 1787 by Sir Alexander Seton of
Preston and Ekolsund (né Baron, born 1738 - died
1814). He became a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland in 1796 and then between 1804
and 1813 he was one of the Vice-Presidents of the
Society.

Canmore ID 52498

After Sir Alexander Seton gifted the rune stone to
the Society in 1787 it was placed in the Canongate
in Edinburgh before being moved to its present location in Princes Street Gardens in 1821. The stone
was one of the earliest acquisitions by the Society,
which had been founded seven years previously.
Today, the rune stone is located high up in Princes
Street Gardens, just below and by the side of the
high stone wall of Edinburgh Castle’s esplanade, set
at the far end of an area fenced off with a high metal railing and locked gates. This enclosure is where
some of the supporting columns of the large stadium seating for the annual Military Tattoo are placed
during the summer months.
View of current rune stone location (July 2016)

Kvinna vid parmonument med runstenar i Back-Norrby, Vårfrukyrka socken, Uppland

Hej, nu kommer vi snart på besök till Edinburgh!
Torsdagen den 9 mars träffas vi
för gudstjänst kl. 12.30 i Greenside Parish Church (1b Royal Terrace, EH7 5AB).

maila din fråga direkt
till: ambassaden.london@gov.se
Prenumerera gärna på vårt nyhetsbrev via epost. Maila ditt namn och e-postadress
till: office@swedishchurch.com

Därefter samlas vi för lunch kl. 13.00 på Joseph Pearce’s bar (23 Elm Row, EH7 4AA).

Fredagen den 10 mars kl.
15.00 ses vi för fika på Hemma
(Tunbuilding, 73 Holyrood, EH8
8AU).
Fika och svensk film för barnen. En chans att
prata svenska, byta böcker, mm...
Lunchen sponsras av SBT (Swedish Benevo02 May @ 13.00
lent Trust) och då ingår bordsvatten. För att
veta hur många vi blir på lunchen så vill vi att Edinburgh Castle Esplanade
du anmäler dig senast 28e februari till Kristina Andréasson chaplain@swedishchurch.com eller på
he Scottish Storytelling Centre (STC)
tel. 020 7723 5681. Ange om du önskar veg- will organise a one-off taster runestoneetarisk kost.
themed storytelling walking tour led by a
Swedish storyteller, Svend-Erik Engh, during
Ser fram emot att träffas!
the STC’s TradFest week programme in earAngående Brexit
ly May. The storytelling walking tour is takVi vet att ni är många som, liksom vi, har
ing place on Tuesday afternoon 2nd May,
frågor och tankar om Brexit och hur det
starting 1pm from Edinburgh Castle Esplakommer att påverka oss svenskar här i UK.
nade.
Svenska ambassaden i London finns tillhands
och svarar på de frågor de kan svara på. På
deras webbsida finns en uppdaterad FAQ
samt många nyttiga länkar. Du kan också
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Welcome!

O

ne Saturday in the summer
of 1949 found me, then a 14-yearold schoolboy, travelling with my
parents on a coach from Brighton,
which had been the base for a
week's touring near the Sussex
coast, to Manchester, where we lived. The coach
stopped for a mid-morning break in Henley-onThames, where I had decided to try and procure a
copy of 'Teach Yourself German' (I had been forced
to choose between German and Latin at school and
had on balance settled for Latin). My father and I
duly entered a bookshop and I rapidly homed in on
the shelves that bore rows of those books with their
delicious blue and yellow dust jackets. To my dismay, the sole copy of the German book had a damaged jacket and I could not bring myself to buy it (as
indeed would be the case today, unless the
bookseller were to offer me a significant reduction).
However, my eye was then caught by R. J. McLean's
'Teach Yourself Swedish' in mint condition and
something in my head told me to use my saved-up
four shillings and sixpence to buy it. Interestingly,
my father did not try to dissuade me.

B

terests such as classical music, model aeroplanes
and the potentially more useful German language)
advance beyond a few basic facts until, while at university, I found the opportunity through the International Association for Exchange of Students for Technical Experience (IAESTE) to work for two months as
a praktikant in the steelworks at Fagersta, in Västmanland (about 130 miles to the north-west of
Stockholm).

S

o – armed with Dr MacLean's book and the Hugo
phrasebook (containing such
useful phrases as 'We shall certainly complain to the British
Consul!') – I crossed the North
Sea in late June in the good ship
Saga, operated by Svenska Lloyd.
On the train from Göteborg
(how disappointing that word sounded in comparison with the evocative 'Gothenburg'!) I dared to
come out with the odd Swedish word or phrase with
other passengers and somehow struggled through
an extended hit-and-miss conversation with a young
Swedish soldier opposite whom I eventually found
myself seated. He seemed unable to come forward
with much English.

ack in the coach and continuing northwestwards, I read with fascination the Introduction,
As I settled into my accomlearning of similarities between various Swedish
modation and my work,
words and their English equivalents and particularly
(essentially labouring) I betheir equivalents in Northern English dialects and
gan to assimilate words and
Scots: braw and bra, greet and gråta, bairn and
phrases through dialogue
barn, for example. And then, turning to the first
with older people who
chapter of grammar, the remarkable fact that in
probably had not studied
Swedish the definite article comes after the noun!
English to any great extent
Most surprising of all, masculine and feminine had
at school. By the time I left
merged into a single 'common' gender! The seeds of
Fagersta I could sustain
a life-long interest were sewn, although my simple everyday conversation, and almost always
knowledge of the language did not (owing to preoc- used Swedish in shops. I did not make much serious
cupation with my school studies and with other in- use of Teach Yourself Swedish,

I

using it mainly for reference, since most of my free
time seemed to be taken up socially – the Folken May 1958 ('why not much earlier?', I have asked
tspark, visits to lake-sides, invitations into family myself since) I started to attend Onsdagsklubben.
homes.
This was a weekly Wednesday-evening gathering,
mainly of young Swedes (especially au pair girls) in
ack at university in the autumn term, my fasci- the large social room under the Swedish Church in
nation with the language remained to the extent Harcourt Street. For my remaining 18 months in Lonthat I found myself trying to write my lecture notes don this unquestionably was my social hub. The
in Swedish, thereby creating my own brand of overseer of these evenings was the pastor, a splenSwenglish! I discovered to my delight that the de- did man called Sven Evander, who died quite recently in his late nineties.
partmental library subscribed to a Swedish metallurgical journal called Jernkontorets Annaler, with many Some evenings there would be a talk (I recall one
- though not all - of its articles printed in Swedish.
given by a Swedish mannequin), on others some enhe following summer found me working not at tertainment such as a piano recital given by Janos, a
Fagersta Bruk again, which had been my first choice, refugee from the aftermath of the 1956 Hungarian
but at Bremanger Smelteverk in the then isolated uprising, who had been welcomed into Sweden and
village of Svelgen on the west coast of Norway. My became well known in the musical world there.
feeling for Scandinavian language and culture thus Often there was community singing, directed by the
pastor. I joined in with gusto in such ditties as Det är
developed along Norwegian lines for a while.
flickorna i Småland, and Karl den tolfte hade
hundratusen man.
n September 1956 I
started my first permaforged many friendships with Swedes, and others,
nent employment in
London, where my first through Onsdagsklubben and other activities conextravagance was to nected with the Swedish Church. There were many
join the Linguists' Club – friendships with Swedish girls, most of them comessentially an interna- pletely 'platonic' but delightful nevertheless! There
tional social club which were two somewhat short-lasting amorous
offered
small-group 'romances', one with Birgitta from Skåne in 1958 and
conversation classes in one with brown-eyed Elisabet from Wilhelmina in
several languages. The 1959. In all cases I was impressed at the willingness
annual subscription was 5 guineas, which was not far of these young ladies to speak there own language
short one quarter of my monthly take-home pay. I with me and enchant me with their delightful proimmediately became a loyal member of the Swedish nunciation of my name.
class, which met on one evening per week, under the
tutelage of Ulla Håkansson, a 22-year-old former I want to make special mention of a regular partici(and maybe future) taxi driver in, I think, Göteborg. pant called Edward Atkinson - a young, unemployed
My Swedish was now really taking off, and when in graduate in sociology from London School of Ecothe summer of 1957 I took my mother on a 3-week nomics. He shared my interest in Swedish but had
Scandinavian holiday I used Swedish with confidence pursued it to greater depths. Although he had never
in most of my negotiations in Sweden.
been in Sweden, he had written several poems in
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I

Swedish, which, I was told by mutual acquaintances,

were influenced by Fröding (particularly the one
which contained no consonants!).
Edward also wrote a poem for Pastor Evander,
with each stanza ending with the line Kaffet kostar
en shilling! Sven read it to the Onsdagsklubb assembly on the evening when it was presented to
him. Perhaps Edward's crowning eccentricity was
his wish to see the language purged of its more
obvious loan-words: in his world, trottoar became
sidogång, geografi became världskap, and turist
became, as I recall, sevärdhetsiakttagare.

I

left London for good at the end of October
1959, my new job taking me to the far north of
Scotland for 14 months. I had not been there for
many days when there was delivered to me a largish box containing about a dozen books in the Swedish language and a letter from Edward in which he
expressed concern at my exile to an area in which I
would be starved of Swedish culture and the assertion that they would help but requested reimbursement for the freight charge since he was jobblös.
I received several long letters from him during my
exile, all written as if they were exercises in calligraphy and with the pages tied together with decorative ribbon. I subsequently lost contact with Edward, but have over the years heard two conflicting reports of his status, one that he had forsaken Swedish culture for German, the other – a
decade ago from Sven Evander – that he had married a Swedish girl and was thought to have settled
in the Trollhättan area. I do know that he did not –
at least in the short term - settle down with
arvedel Ingrid.

M

y work
took me o
Gloucestershire in
1961 and there I

met my wife to be – no, not Swedish but half
Welsh, quarter Scottish and quarter English. We
married in June 1964 and immediately travelled
overland to the Danish town of Roskilde where I
took up a scientific research post with the Danish
Atomic Energy Commission and we both thoroughly enjoyed our two-and-a-quarter years there, both
becoming reasonably fluent in the language. I did
have some interesting linguistic experiences an account of my prior knowledge of Swedish, being
taken to be a Swede when trying to speak Danish.
Before our second Christmas, two Danish colleagues in the department arranged a sketch, with
puppets, in which it was imagined that a TV reporter was touring the department and interviewing
some of the staff. I was portrayed as explaining my
work in Danish with a Swedish accent and incorporating some specifically Swedish grammar. I was
genuinely moved when at the end of my interview
the reporter said 'men vi har også udlændinge i
afdelingen' and went on to interview an American
colleague!

A

fter our return to the UK in 1966 there followed a long period – living in Sheffield, Newcastle
and, since 1972, near Dundee - in which my involvement with Sweden and Swedish was not
great – the odd trip made, the odd novel read, but
things have livened up in the last decade. I have
taken an interest in Swedish poetry and committed
quite a lot of verse to memory in the hope of improving my feel for the language, and in 2015 I at
last joined the Scottish-Swedish Society and the
book club.
I am determined now, before it is too late, to
achieve something approximating to fluency in this
lovely language.

By Mr. Michael Surtkliffe

From our correspondent in Stockholm:
Alan South

Please write something for the
Newsletter!
If you make no contributions, there
will be no newsletter. It’s simple…..
Your editor,

Carina
Email: cd@dahlstrom-mair.com
Send articles as a pdf document &
please include photos or pictures!

The Edinburgh Food Studio
Address: 158 Dalkeith Rd,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX
Ph: 0131/ 258 0758

Email:
book@edinburghfoodstudio.co

T

his themed dining event celebrated the contribution that Europe and Europeans have made to
Scottish culture and cuisine, jointly hosted by the
Centre for Open Learning at The University of Edinburgh, and the Edinburgh Food Studio and took
place last weekend.
It was an honour to have been asked to make a contribution to the above project and I started thinking
about what Sweden’s culinary influence on Scotland
could have been through the ages?
Swedish ”Pölsa” came to mind, an almost identical
dish to the traditional Scottish “Haggis”, which is eaten with beetroot and rye bread. But personally, I’m
not a fan of either dish, so I opted for looking for similarities in fish dishes instead.
In Skåne we have many smokeries and we smoke
our fish-a viking tradition, I believe--not unlike what
we find in the Arbroth Smokey. We also share many
varieties of fishsoup in Scandinavia which in many
ways resemble Scotland’s Cullen Skink.

The Swedish Chefs are coming!!

Two Swedish chefs are cooking at
the Edinburgh Food Studio for
three nights only; 30-31st March
& 1 April .
Check it out on the website! Book
now!

Two days before Luciadagen, we
had an excellent Lucia Sunday at
the Marchmont St Giles church on
Kilgraston
Road
in
Edinburgh. Already buzzing with activity by 2pm, the church was speedily decorated with Lucia essentials
such as candles whilst the various
halls were made ready for what seemed like the
5000 with tables, chairs and mountains of Swedish
goodies, including endless kaffe, pepparkakor,
lussekattor and other tasty comestibles.
Even with the
friendly Minister
of the church –
the Rev Karen
Campbell being
there,
the
lighting was a bit
of a mystery
though all that
was
forgotten
when the children, organised by Malin came in singing beautifully and all dressed in either white or like small gingerbread children. Being cognisant of health & safety there were damp towels and fire extinguishers at
the ready, though fortunately they were not required.

who then came and entertained us all with Stilla
natt and Midnatt råder.
Of course Lucia singing and dressing up is all well
and good, though the sociable highlight is the Lucia
fika afterwards. As ever, Judith, Erika and Ingrid
with others kept even the thirstiest coffee-drinking
Swede supplied and judging by the crumbs and lack
of buns to be found afterwards the food found favour.
Christina sold woven Swedish products in the foyer
whilst Heléne’s two lads were in charge of the
coffee monies and ensured
that no-one snaffled the membership money when Stephen
had to go off and help somewhere else.
Everyone who helped did and
the place was returned to normality very speedily. Only another 47 weeks to the next
one, so STOR TACK to all who helped – if I have
missed anyone out, then apologies – Kerstin, Stephen, Gunilla, Malin, Judith, Erika, Ingrid, John, Heléne, Nicki, Mike, Madeleine , Anna and Amanda. Arthur, a stalwart of many years couldn’t make
it this year unfortunately though sent best wishes
along with the sheet in Scots.
Lucia in Edinburgh wouldn’t happen without many
of the above putting in lots of work - if you would
like to help then please call - we’d be delighted to
hear from you.

There followed a sermon on the story of St Lucia and her sacrifice by the Swedish Minister, Anders Alberius followed by some Lucia psalms sung
in their entirety. There followed further bible readings in Swedish, Scots and English by Mike, Harris
and Kristel. These were good, though mere appetisers for some wonderful violin and guitar playing
of Bereden väg för Herren and then some truly fantastic singing by the organist Madeleine Sjöstrand’s
partner .
Whilst the adults were entranced by the above, Heléne was herding cats with lots of excited children

by

Harris Keillar

I’m a Swede and although I’ve spent most of my life abroad; I
still feel intrinsically Swedish. When I grew up, my family used
to spend the long, light summer days in the south of Sweden
among the idyllic half-timbered houses of Ystad and Lund. And
later, as an adult, I used to spend solitary weeks walking in the
northern mountains at the other end of the country, above the
Arctic Circle- enjoying the wilderness.

The Art of Keeping Everything Simple:

What Swedes will do to Eat Outside!
During holidays, weekends and vacations,
Swedes take every opportunity to enjoy
nature first-hand; in cottages and cabins in
the forest or somewhere by the coast.
Rural retreats are typically stripped back to
the bare essentials and some don’t even

have running
water or electricity, but
mostly they
do….The goal is
always the
same: to be
somewhere with few distractions and to lead a simpler
and healthier life, surrounded by the tranquillity of naScandinavians are known to the world for their beautiful
ture and the people you love.
and functional homes. Their interiors have clean lines
and muted colours to reflect the light. At the same time The Aesthetics of food and making it pleasing to the
as being highly functional and incredibly well insulated
eye…
and they’re also aesthetically pleasing.
The ease with which
A Healthy Attitude: We Are What We Eat:
Swedes create beautiful interiors is extendSweden’s long, light summer evenings and later-in the
ed to food also….A
very short winter days; gives way to a yearning to presplash of green, red,
serve and make the best of what nature brings. In keeporange or yellow is
ing with the Scandinavian love of nature much of what
not only a splash of colour; it’s good for your senses and
Swedes eat reflects a typically stripped back and basic
often full of vital minerals & vitamins. In the winter, you
cuisine.
eat your “greens” from a jar or a bottle….And the potted
There’s a long tradition of foraging in Sweden and
fruit is served with dollops of dairy contrasting with a
bright splash of jam/syrup or cordial to make your senses SING.
Finally, When the sun dips down beneath the horizon;
Swedes may light candles to feel the warm flickering
light…while they eat and drink and feast their eyes.

many ways of preserving as much of the nutrients and
vitamins nature provides: Salting & Smoking (meat, fish
& poultry). Sousing vegetables in sugar and (cider or
malt) vinegar and making jams, cordials, syrups and
sweet chutneys on glass jars.

It’s a mindful and uncluttered lifestyle Swedes aspire to
and it’s one that aligns well with modern thinking of sustainability…although it’s not always possible of course…
but then NOBODY’s perfect, right?
Let the natural light in, keep it simple and keep clean ...

By your editor,

Carina

On November 25 we had our Pea soup and Pancakes Evening in the Cafe at Marchmont St Giles

outdoor equipment such as tents, clothing and
tools but also other Swedish articles suitable as

Church. It was well attended with 28 people brav- presents. Casper has a shop in Edinburgh and one
ing the wind and the rain.
in the Lake District. Another is soon to be

opened in Glasgow. The business is clearly doing
On this occasion we had decided to invite a speak- well. Casper explained that the products are of
er. There are by now a number of Swedish
high standard and can perhaps be seen as investment buys. We were given a beautifully crafted axe
entrepreneurs in Scotland, particularly in Edinburgh, and we thought it would be very interesting for Christmas few years ago which we use for
to hear about their experiences and their business- chopping wood for the stove at home. It is a pleases.
ure to work with and a really well designed tool
(says Stephen, who does the chopping!)

Why don't you go and have a look at the shop 20,
Bruntsfield Place, Edinburgh. The other shop is
in Keswick.
But first we had to do our eating! Kerstin (mainly
Kerstin) and I had made the soup and several
members made the pancakes which were served
with cream and jam. A small glass of punch was

offered with the soup to the bemusement of our
British members and guests. We explained to them
that in days gone by the Swedish army marched on
this fare. At least the soup - I am not sure about
the pancakes but I am sure there was no cream
and jam.

And then to our speaker. Caspar Odqvist had kindly agreed to come along and give a presentation
about his company, Nordic Outdoors. First he told
us about his adventurous background with much
travel to far flung and hazardous places which
eventually led him to setting up a business selling

Gunilla Hampson

